An Apology to Our Readers

The Editor and contributors of SALIS News wish to apologize to the SALIS membership and to our subscribers for the long delay in publication of this issue. The press of overloaded work lives, coupled with the unfortunate extended illness of editor Andrea Mitchell has pushed our generally reliable publication schedule beyond anyone's expectation, and for that we are truly sorry. As the official publication of our association, SALIS News serves as the primary vehicle for communication about SALIS business; when the newsletter does not appear, members are understandably concerned.

With this issue, we hope to resume regular publication. The absence of the newsletter has certainly not been due to a lack of SALIS activity, and news of these activities will be conveyed in this and future issues.

Nancy Sutherland
Guest Editor

New SALIS Officers

Margy Chan, Manager of the Addiction Research Foundation Library in Toronto was elected SALIS Chair at the 1989 SALIS meeting in Minneapolis. Formerly SALIS Secretary, Margy has entered into an active leadership role. This year she will host the 12th Annual SALIS Conference in Toronto.

SALIS voters also elected Doug White, from the Wisconsin Clearinghouse, as Secretary/Membership Chair. Gail Weinberg was re-elected to a third term as Treasurer; past-chair Nancy Sutherland became vice-chair as stipulated under SALIS bylaws.

NEXT ISSUE: Highlights from SALIS 1989!

Report from the Chair

Margy Chan
Addiction Research Foundation

The Executives and Interim Steering Committee have been working very hard since we left Minneapolis last November. We met again at the Alcohol Research Group in Berkeley at the beginning of February to discuss the 1990 program objectives, budget, and long-term goals and objectives.

Seven goal areas were identified. I have outlined them below together with some highlights of our 1990 program activities:

GOAL 1: To increase and improve networking among SALIS members and their respective organizations.

1990 Budget: $5400

(see Report from the Chair, page 2)
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The Annual Conference and SALIS News have been our main avenues of communication and the SALIS Directory has been an invaluable reference not only for our members but also for many in the field. The Directory will be revised this summer and will include all RADAR members. With the introduction of the RADAR electronic network, some of us can now communicate with each other electronically. However, the success of any electronic network depends on consistent participation of its members. A workshop on electronic networks is being planned for the 12th Annual Conference.

To assist members to attend 1990 conference, a modest amount has been allocated for travel grants. Members will have already received application information with the call-for-papers mailed out in May.

Multi-cultural Special Interest Group has been proposed. You will read more about this initiative in SALIS News.

GOAL 2: To identify needs, create and improve information resources related to alcohol, tobacco and other drugs of abuse.
1990 Budget: $150

Members of SALIS will continue to provide technical assistance and advice on the development of the Alcohol Thesaurus currently at NIAAA. We will provide similar assistance to the development of the Drug Thesaurus at NCADI.

The Education/Outreach Committee will continue to work on the development of Pathfinders to assist different groups to access the alcohol and drug abuse literature.

Other activities include a SALIS Member Publications List, Serials Exchange and Union List of Serials.

GOAL 3: To increase and improve public awareness of and membership in SALIS.
1990 Budget: $850

A new brochure will be printed and distributed in April. A distribution plan has been developed. Target groups include: RADAR members, ADA organizations, health sciences libraries and information centres. Special mailings will also be sent to selected international organizations to increase our international membership.

We will continue to develop and maintain liaison with RADAR, ICAA and WHO Focal Point Libraries.

GOAL 4: To improve outreach and education, both within SALIS and with other information or ADA professional groups.
1990 Budget: $200

SALIS will continue to provide continuing education courses for its members. A pre-conference workshop on accessing AOD information and on electronic networks has been planned for the 12th Annual Conference.

Members of SALIS will continue to provide training assistance to OSAP and RADAR.

GOAL 5: To increase and improve the international dissemination and exchange of information regarding alcohol, tobacco and other drugs of abuse.
1990 Budget: $1000

The SALIS/OSAP/WHO Handbook on How to Start and Run an Alcohol and Other Drug Information Centre will be published this summer. The SALIS Exchange program is outlined in the Handbook. This program is intended to provide a means for libraries and information centres to exchange expertise and to share materials and documents that are otherwise difficult to obtain.

A proposal has been submitted by the International Committee to the World Health Organization to encourage the expansion of WHO National Focal Point Libraries to include all aspects of alcohol, drug and tobacco information. A proposal to develop a Librarian Fellowship Program will also be presented to WHO.

Representation, including paper presentation and exhibits, in international conferences eg. ICAA, ICML, will be sought from local SALIS membership.

GOAL 6: To develop a financial plan which will support the goals, objectives and activities of the organization.

For the first time, SALIS Executives have prepared a budget based on proposed activities and programs planned for 1990. Total budgeted expenditure is $12,475 and the amount allocated for each goal area is indicated.

An application to OSAP for a conference grant for the 1990 SALIS conference has been submitted.

GOAL 7: To develop the organizational structure and procedures of SALIS so that other goals can be met effectively.
1990 Budget: $4875

The Alcohol Research Group has agreed to provide a "home base" for SALIS. A permanent address will provide organizational stability and a more efficient operation. As our membership grows and our role expands, many of us find that it is becoming difficult to carry on some of the routine duties. Therefore, a modest amount has been allocated to hire some clerical help.

The by-laws are now under review by the Interim Steering Committee. The revised By-laws will be sent to all members for voting. Once the By-laws are completed and approved by membership, our lawyer can then complete our application for tax exemption status.

The Executive and Interim Steering Committee welcome your ideas and input. We invite your participation in shaping SALIS future. If you have any comments or ideas regarding SALIS current activities and future plans, please do not hesitate to contact any of us.
International Committee Report

In June 1989, two members of the International Committee attended the Paris meeting of the International Council on Alcohol and Addictions. Bette Reimer and Andrea Mitchell presented papers to the Prevention/Education Section. Their participation was of special note for being the first time SALIS members addressed ICAA since SALIS was accepted as an ICAA affiliate organization.

This year, Margy Chan and Bette Reimer will represent SALIS at the ICAA meeting in Berlin, where the proposal to create an information/communications section within the ICAA will be presented. This section’s overall purpose, as put forth in the proposal would be to facilitate the exchange of information/communications theory, practice and policies as they pertain to the alcohol and other drug field, serve as a global network, promote international dissemination of information, and encourage a more systematic approach. Major objectives would be to provide a forum 1) for expression and debate of new ideas, practices and policies, 2) for development and organization of European alcohol and other drug information specialists’ group, 3) for SALIS, to further its mission, goals and activities, 4) to inform and educate other interested professionals about information/communications issues.

Another effort by the International Committee has been to encourage the World Health Organization to expand coverage of alcohol, tobacco and other drug information within the WHO Focal Point Libraries. Response from WHO has been quite favorable.

New SALIS Directory for 1990

Within the next few weeks, you will all receive a SALIS Directory Questionnaire to update information for a revised directory. PLEASE take a few minutes (no more than twenty, I promise) to fill out and return the form as soon as possible, so that the new directory can be edited and printed this summer. It would save a lot of headaches (not to mention telephone bills) for the Directory staff, and certainly speed up delivery of the new edition.

The 1990 Directory will include detailed descriptions of RADAR Centers in addition to those of SALIS libraries and information centers. Thanks to the Office for Substance Abuse Prevention, all SALIS and RADAR members will receive a free copy of the Directory in early fall, 1990.

If you do not get a copy of the questionnaire by June 15, contact Andrea Mitchell.

Librarians Go Crazy Trading Journals!

The premier issue of the SALIS Journal Exchange List was distributed to all contributors on May 1, 1990. Compiled by Cathy Weglarz, the Exchange List allows libraries to list duplicate journal issues they would be willing to give away, and also lists missing journal issues needed to complete their own holdings. Participating libraries compare lists, and make exchanges. Nifty, eh?

Contributors to the first issue have already had first crack at the exchange, but there are still plenty of items available. Any interested SALIS member can request a copy of the first Exchange List, or information about future issues, from Cathy Weglarz:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies Library
Smithers Hall/Busch Campus
Piscataway, NJ 08855-0969, USA
telephone: (201) 932-4442
e-mail: piscat.nj

Membership Update

As of May 8, 1990, SALIS has 130 members, including 25 new members. A list of current members is included in this issue; if your name isn’t on it -- contact membership chair Doug White. To receive the SALIS Directory, member registration rate at the 1990 conference, and to be eligible for travel scholarships to the conference you must be a paid-up member in good standing. Renew today - it’s not too late!

Home, Sweet Home

Beginning in the Spring of 1990, the Alcohol Research Group has agreed to serve as the institutional home for SALIS. With the new home comes a permanent mailing address and single point of contact for inquiries about SALIS. According to the agreement signed by SALIS Chair Margy Chan and ARG Director Robin Room, the ARG will provide space and office equipment for a part-time clerical assistant hired by SALIS; the new staff person will handle routine tasks such as mass mailings to the membership, responding to inquiries about SALIS, and other duties. Officers and committee chairs will continue to respond to more specific questions about association business.

Substance Abuse Librarians & Information Specialists (SALIS)
PO Box 9513
Berkeley, CA 94709-0513, U.S.A.
phone: (415) 642-5208, FAX: (415) 642-7175
SALIS To Meet in Toronto in 1990

The 12th Annual SALIS Conference will be held in Toronto, Ontario on Oct. 14 - 17, 1990, hosted by the Addiction Research Foundation. The conference theme is "From Research to Practice: The Role of the Information Specialist," and will include invited and contributed papers, workshops, a film/video festival, and exhibits. A pre-conference workshop will cover "Planning and Evaluating Programs and Service."

For more information on the conference, contact Margy Chan, Conference Chair.

RADAR Meets in Denver to "Celebrate Our Differences"

The U.S. Office for Substance Abuse Prevention will hold the Second National RADAR Network Conference in Denver on June 24-27. The RADAR (Regional Alcohol and Drug Awareness Resource) Network consists of more than fifty state information/resource centers (one for each state and U.S. territory), plus more than two dozen specialty centers, each one representing a special population such as African Americans, a national organization such as the National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, regional centers of the Dept. of Education, and several university and research center libraries. Most states also have associate RADAR members who serve at local levels in cooperation with the state RADAR center. SALIS members are found in every category.

The multicultural theme "Celebrating Our Differences: Workshops and Consultations on Hard To Reach Populations" promises an opportunity for network- and skill-building around this most timely issue. A series of pre-conference workshops on technical training will round out the program.

OSAP Director Dr. Elaine Johnson will keynote the meeting.

. . . . .

Reading. An ancient, barbaric practice in which public health school faculty and students engaged before the invention of the personal computer.

Thinking. SEE Reading.


OSAP Launches New Series

Two new monograph series were introduced this Spring by the OSAP Division of Communication Programs. The series will "facilitate the transfer of prevention and intervention technology between and among researchers, administrators, policy makers, educators and providers from the public and private sectors."

OSAP Prevention Monograph Series


OSAP Prevention Monograph 2: Prevention of Mental Disorders, Alcohol and Other Drug Use in Children and Adolescents. ed. by David Shaffer et al. (1989)


OSAP Technical Report Series


For single copies of these publications, contact the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Information:

NCADI
PO Box 2345
Rockville, MD 20852

Multicultural Special Interest Group (SIG)

At the November 1, 1989, SALIS Business Meeting, a motion was made and passed to establish a Special Interest Group on Multicultural Information and Issues within the SALIS organization. At the SALIS Interim Planning committee meeting in February, 1990, a suggestion was made that those individuals interested in the Multicultural SIG be identified prior to the next SALIS conference so that those individuals could be directly informed of meeting places and times at the Conference. There would, of course, be general announcements of SIG meetings at the Conference. Elva Yafiez volunteered to collect the names of SALIS members interested in participating in the Multicultural SIG as well as assisting in planning SIG meetings at the 1990 SALIS Conference. Members interested in the Multicultural SIG should call or write to Elva Yafiez:

Marin Institute Resource Center
24 Belvedere St.
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 456-5692
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New from NCADI

The National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Information is now easier to reach...via their new toll-free phone number, or by FAX:
Telephone: 1-800-SAY NOTO
FAX: (301) 468-6433

BKD46 AIDS and Intravenous Drug Abuse Among Minorities.
BKD48 Proceedings of a National Conference on Preventing Alcohol and Drug Abuse in Black Communities. (1987)
CAP25 NIDA’s Workplace Helpline: 1-800-843-4971 (revised 1/90)
CAP35 Methamphetamine Abuse (revised 1/90)
EN8400 NCADI Publications Catalog (Spring 1990)
MS260 State & Territorial Alcoholism State Directors. (revised 1/90)
MS310 National Prevention Network. (revised 1/90)
MS350 OSAP Responds to National Crisis. (Spring 1990)
PHD523 Drug Abuse Treatment in Prisons.
PHD534 The Challenge: Alcohol: A Special Risk for Youth.
RPO739 Draft Model Curricula in Nursing Education for Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse. (1988)
RPO740 Resource Guide to the Evaluation of the Faculty Development Program in Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse - Part I - Overview of the Evaluation Model, (3/90)
RPO741 The Re-Emergence of Methamphetamine.
RPO742 HHIS News Release - 1989 Grant Awards.
RPO743 National Drug Control Strategy Executive Summary (1/90)
RPO744 HHIS News Release - 7th Special Report to the U.S. Congress on Alcohol and Health
RPO746 The Children of Crack.
RPO747 Anabolic Adrogenic Steroids and Substance Abuse.

Health, services include responding with customized information packets of articles, fact sheets, and news clippings. Additionally the Center prepares an Annual Directory of Individuals and Organizations Active in the Tobacco and Health Area, and creates Fact Sheets on Children and Tobacco including such topics as pre-indicators of kids tobacco use, consumption and behavior patterns, prevention and cessation programs, and legislation. Brenda Wagman is the Director, SALIS member George Duimovich, the information specialist.

National Clearinghouse on Tobacco and Health
1565 Carling Avenue, Suite 400
Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 8R1
(613) 722-2293
Toll free in Canada: (800) 267-5234

Online News

Drug Info Data Base
The second edition of the Thesaurus for the Drug Info Data Base is now available. Contact:
Gail Weinberg
University of Minnesota
Drug Information Resources
3-160 HSU-F
308 Harvard St. S.E.
Minneapolis, MN
(612) 624-6492
cost: $22.00 including postage and handling prepaid or billed

Drugs and Crime CD
NCJRS has recently announced the availability of the National Institute of Justice Drugs and Crime CD-ROM Library. According to the marketing ad, "it is an essential resource for law enforcement and other criminal justice officials, as well as librarians, students, teachers, and researchers." Includes information on "use and misuse of illegal drugs, drug laws and statutes, ... Columbia's Medellin cartel, drug related crimes, international drug enforcement approaches to prevention, treatment and rehabilitation." Materials include 4,000 abstracts from the NCJRS database, full-text books and journal articles, graphic images of charts and tables, and data-sets for analysis.

To order a free demo diskette that demonstrates search software and provides a content sampling, contact:
National Institute of Justice NCJRS
Box 6000
Rockville, MD 20850
(800) 851-3420 or (301) 251-5500
What’s New in Reference Sources?

Andrea Mitchell
Alcohol Research Group Library

Bibliography


Published in commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the first printing of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, this bibliography annotates over 1,400 publications by and about AA. It includes the printed literature from the US and Canada, excludes AA ephemera, audio-visuals and electronic media. The citations cover a time period from 1939 - 1989 (although there is a list of "Pre-1939 Books Early AAs Read"). Along with their own capacities to cull the fugitive and published materials, the two compilers have utilized the works of Leach and Norris, "Factors in the Development of Alcoholics Anonymous," from Vol. 5 of Kissin and Begleiter's Biology of Alcoholism; Juliane Phillips' bibliography on AA; the International Bibliography of Studies on Alcohol from Rutgers; and the NALGAP Bibliography (see SALIS News, Vol 7, No. 1/2) which concerns Alcoholism and Lesbians/Gay Men.

In organizing the material, the compilers obviously considered the methods which researchers/librarians sometimes use in finding sources. To illustrate, the eight sections comprising the citations are: AA-Approved Publications, Grapevine Articles, Grapevine Articles by Bill Wilson, Books and Pamphlets, Chapters from Books, Popular Magazine Articles, Scholarly Articles, and Theses and Dissertations. Additionally a subject index is provided which includes persons and organizations along with the Twelve Steps, the Twelve Traditions and the Twelve Concepts. This writer found the introduction to be not only informative concerning the brief history on AA but also thought provoking. Highly recommended!

NOTE: The second edition is currently being updated and will include some materials from other countries, audio-visuals, ephemera, tape recordings on early history of AA, and new books and articles.

Available from:
Bishop of Books
46 Eureka Ave.
Wheeling, WV 26003
price: $12.00 prepaid


Utilizing the work of Russell, Henderson and Blume, "Children of Alcoholics: A Review of the Literature," 1984, this bibliography includes the former and updates the citations through December 1988. Organized into six sections: Biochemical, Neuropsychological and Neuropsychological, Behavior Genetic, Temperament and Personality, Family, and Prevention and Intervention, each section contains a short summary of major research questions and findings, followed by the citations. Databases and methods for retrieving references are included in the introduction.

Available from:
Research Institute on Alcoholism
1021 Main Street
Buffalo, NY 14203
price: free

Funding

"The Center for Postgraduate Medical Fellowships in Alcoholism and Drug Abuse was established to promote the training of practitioners, teachers and researchers in the substance abuse field." This document provides, in a directory format, descriptions of 28 training programs in the US and Canada. Each entry gives institution name, address, contact, number of fellows currently enrolled, number accepted per year, deadline for application, facilities, faculty, educational program, and research opportunities.

Available from:
Marc Galanter, M.D.
Director of the Center
Department of Psychiatry
NB20N29 NYU School of Medicine
550 First Ave.
New York, NY 10016

Research


Succinct overview of research projects conducted over a two year period under the auspices of the ARF. Descriptions of projects include "purpose, methodology and potential benefits," along with a photo and selected publications of the principal researcher. Indices offered are researcher, subject, and funding organization.
Training Resources/Announcement

The Office for Substance Abuse Prevention (OSAP) is calling for information about training resources and needs to establish a National Training Database for primary prevention, intervention, treatment, rehabilitation, and aftercare. The training database will offer three listings:

- Existing training materials
- Trainers
- Training needs

Starting in summer 1990, you can use this database to identify new courses, update training materials, and locate trainers with special skills. You can also get profiles of training needs -- nationally, by region, and by state.

The goal is to make our national treasure of training resources more available and to increase visibility for existing training programs.

To enter your trainers and training resources in this database, please contact:

Douglas Malone
(301) 495-1080
FAX # (301) 587-4352
Johnson, Bassin & Shaw, Inc.
8737 Colesville Rd.
Suite 800
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Jan Brecht-Clark, Ph.D.
(703) 591-6800
FAX # (703) 591-6807
Horizons Tech., Inc.
9302 Old Lee Hwy.
Fairfax, VA 22031

Government Documents/
Fugitive Literature

The following three publications from Finland are intended for a research audience.

Maula, Johanna; Maaria Lindblad and Christoffer Tigerstedt (eds.). Alcohol in Developing Countries: Proceedings from a meeting in Oslo, Norway, August 7-9, 1988. (NAD Publication No. 18). Helsinki, Finland: Nordic Council for Alcohol and Drug Research, 1990. 245 pp. (English)


This long-awaited report of the IOM about alcoholism treatment was released in April, 1990. The report summarizes current knowledge of the study of treatment effectiveness; treatment matching; treatment of special populations; and financing of alcoholism treatment. Available from:

National Academy Press
2101 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20418
(202) 334-3313
price: $45.00


This author, a research sociologist with the Institute for Scientific Analysis in San Francisco, offers the general reader a counterargument to the current U.S. drug-war policy.

Available from:
NCCD
685 Market, Suite 602
San Francisco, CA 94105
price: $3.50 prepaid


Companion volume to the strategy volume published last September, this official document details "the activities and responsibilities of Federal departments and agencies; specific initiatives for this fiscal year and funding necessary to carry out policy."

Available from:
Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402-9325
price: $8.00
Periodical News

The Asian Drug Prevention Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 1 has just been published by Development Associates, Inc. for the U.S. (AID) Agency for International Development Asia/Near East Regional Narcotics Education Program. According to the Director of the Program, each issue will contain profiles of agencies and people working in the prevention field, new resources available and conference announcements. This eight page issue features the RNE program, its purpose and accomplishments in its first year, a brief profile of the director of the Preventative Education Division of Thailand's Office of Narcotics Control Board, and a summary of the activities of the preventive education program. Available from:
Development Associates, Inc.
2924 Columbia Pike
Arlington, VA 22204
phone: (703) 979-0100
FAX: (703) 892-9748
Telex: 191921 DAWASH
free

The Anti-Prohibitionist Review Number one is a twelve page newsletter from the International Anti-Prohibitionist League. This group "deplores the escalation of the 'war on drugs', ... the generalized application of herbicides against [drugs] ... and the threat of involving the Armed Forces of Bolivia and Peru in the repression of cocaine manufacturers and coca growing peasants. It calls on the public, and on specialist opinion ... to use every opportunity to point out the tragic consequences of prohibitionist policies ... [and] demands that government bodies begin to consider alternative non-authoritarian means of controlling the production and use of psychoactive substances."

In support of this I.A.L. declaration, this first issue includes a piece by Nick Harmon, editor of The Economist, in which he discusses the April 2, 1988 cover story concerning the anti-prohibition view. Other brief articles come from New York State Senator Joseph Galiber, who recently introduced a bill in the state legislature to legalize the sale of all narcotic drugs to adults over the age of 21, Anthony Hennman on "Greens Defend Legalization" and Hank Jan van Vliet, "The Decriminalization of 'Soft Drugs' in the Netherlands."
Available from:
International Anti-Prohibitionist League
97 Rue Belliard Rem. 512
1040 Brussels, Belgium
Subscription: $20.00 US
Memberships also available

The Forensic Drug Abuse Advisor: A monthly digest of information about drug abuse for the legal profession is an eight page newsletter which premiered in September 1989. Contents of the six issues received thus far, range from an article on the unreliability of urine screening to detect drug use, a brief historical account on "pioneers in the cocaine trade," several pieces concerning cocaine as a defense in murder cases, and "coca crop projections." Most of the material is digested from medical, historical and other academic journals and books, with all citations included in the copy, charts and graphics provided where appropriate. Apparently as an incentive, subscribers are offered literature search services through the FDAA with a 50% discount given on two basic searches a year.
Available from:
The Forensic Drug Abuse Advisory
PO Box 5139
Berkeley, CA 94705-5139
Subscription: $187.00/ten issues/year

The Homelessness Connection is a newsletter/communique funded by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism to cover news, conferences, resources concerning alcohol, drugs and homelessness.
Available from:
Patricia Shane, Ed.
ROW Sciences, Inc.
732-C Addison
Berkeley, CA 94710

In case you haven't noticed the International Journal of the Addictions increased the subscription price for 1990 by 100%. According to the publisher, this is to commemorate the journal's 25th year of publication with an additional 12 volumes. This silver volume special will include topical issues in detail from leading authorities as guest editors. A few titles to note in this series: "International Responses to AIDS among Injected Drug Users," "Substance Abuse and the Law" and "Critical Research Questions."

JSA Celebrates 50th Anniversary. 1990 marks the 50th year of publication of the Journal of Studies on Alcohol, one of the field's leading research journals. SALIS salutes the founders and editors of JSA for their achievement.

The New Perspectives Quarterly, Vol. 6, No. 2, Summer 1989 has as its theme "Drugs and the American Dream."
Available from:
New Perspectives Quarterly
10951 W. Pico Blvd., Second Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90064

Another first issue is Sobriety/TPE3BOCTb/News, a bimonthly from the Center for US-USSR Initiatives Sobriety Program, offering in its brief four pages news and updates on Creating a Sober World and the Soviet-American Alliance on Alcoholism and Other Addictions. The former CASW was founded in 1985 by recovering
alcoholics, to establish the program of AA in the Soviet Union. SAAEA was established in January 1989 as a result of the CASW work, to encourage Americans and Soviets to "work together on the problem of chemical dependency at a professional level." Available from:

Center for US-USSR Initiatives
3268 Sacramento St.
San Francisco, CA 94115
Attn: Sobriety Program
Free to SALIS members

35th Floor
New York, NY 10019
(212) 237-2784, FAX: (212) 581-4409
or
Wine Institute (San Francisco)
425 Market St., Suite 325
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 512-0151, FAX: (415) 553-0742
or
Wine Institute (Washington, DC)
1575 "I" Street, N.W.
Suite 325
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 408-0870, FAX: (202) 371-0061

SALIS Directory Updates

Please note the following additions and/or changes to the Associations, Foundations, Societies, Councils, Self Help Groups, Networks and Other Organizations Concerned about Substance Abuse section of the SALIS Directory 1987-88, pages 83 - 100 and/or to main entries. Information listed in bold is new.

UPDATE
Beer Drinkers of America
150 Paularino, Suite 190
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 957-1010

UPDATE
Do It Now Foundation
PO Box 27568
Tempe, AZ 85285-7568
(602) 491-2848
contact: Christina Dye

UPDATE
Marin Institute
24 Belvedere St.
Marin, CA 94901
contact: Elva Yanez

ADD
National Coalition to Prevent Impaired Driving
1730 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 659-0054

ADD
National Association for DUI Intervention
Dr. Stephen Valle and Bruce Lorenz, co-chairs
temporary addresses:
Valle Management Associates
183 North Common Street
Lynn, MA 01905
(617) 596-2224
or
Delaware Drinking Driver Program
1661 S. DuPont Highway
Dover, DE 19901
(302) 678-0682

UPDATE
Wine Institute (New York)
1285 Avenue of the Americas

Note from the Editor:

This has been one long nightmare, the past three months, and I do hope to be well and totally fit again soon --- many thanks and appreciation to Nancy Sutherland without whom this issue would not be in your hands. Please send all new contributions for the next issue to:
SALIS News/Subscriptions
PO Box 9513
Berkeley, CA 94709-0513
USA

SALIS News is the official publication of the Substance Abuse Librarians and Information Specialists. Preparation in part is supported by a grant from the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism to the Alcohol Research Group, Institute of Epidemiology and Behavioral Medicine, Medical Research Institute of San Francisco.

Editor: Andrea Mitchell
Alcohol Research Group
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Deadline for the Summer Issue of SALIS News
June 15, 1990